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ABSTRACT 
We take up Bødker’s [9] challenge to ‘identify’ a fourth wave HCI, building on the work of Blevis et al. [8] 
and others to shore up a new vision that places ‘politics and values and ethics’ at the forefront without 
abandoning the strengths of previous waves. We insist that a fourth wave must push harder, beyond 
measured criticism for actual (e.g. institutional) change. We present two studies performed at CHI’19, 
where we used our MANIFESTO! game to: 1) take the temperature of colleagues on adopting an activist 
stance, 2) test manifesto writing as a key activity in pushing HCI forward into the fourth wave, and 3) test 
our game for subsequent iterations, and as a probe for inspiring new digital tools. With the enthusiastic 
response received to gameplay, facilitated in part through a novel method using tableau vivant, we argue 
for taking political activism from the margins into mainstream HCI. 
CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centred computing • Human-computer interaction (HCI) • HCI theory, concepts and models  
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1 First Things First 
Using a context sensitive and largely ethnographic approach to research, HCI’s third wave has challenged 
an understanding of technology that is constrained by the earlier disciplinary canons of ‘efficiency’ [9]. 
Bødker, when asked about the potential of a fourth wave, responded: ‘HCI is in the middle of a chaos of 
multiplicity in terms of technologies, use situations, methods, and concepts. Hopefully something lies 
beyond that horizon, but for now, I’ll leave it to others to identify’ [9]. In this paper, in line with other 
recent discussions [8], we take up the challenge of envisioning this next wave, seeking to demonstrate how 
a fourth-wave HCI/IxD - ‘distinguished ... by its primary focus on politics and values and ethics’ - is a 
necessary designation. While previous waves have remained ‘value-neutral’, a fourth-wave poses a means 
of ‘avoid[ing] the centrality of teleological, positivist notions of interaction design’, and emphasises ‘that 
being thoughtful about what to make and the implications of making are central concerns’ [8]. We would 
agree but go further still, insisting that a fourth wave must push harder for actual (e.g. institutional) change 
- it must go beyond measured criticism and a shift in ‘focus’ to embrace activism at all levels, from 
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questioning corporate sponsorship, to increasing true accessibility and diversity, and addressing urgent 
existential threats such as climate change. 
To this end, we will support our discussion with a presentation of an event that was organised as part of this 
year’s CHI conference, in which we used the manifesto as a thought probe facilitated through the modality 
of a card game. We wanted to use our game MANIFESTO! to engage CHI attendees around the issues 
affecting all of us within the discipline and the world we live in, in order to: 1) take the temperature of our 
colleagues in the field on adopting a more activist stance, 2) test our notion of manifesto writing as a key 
activity in pushing HCI forward into the fourth wave, and 3) test our game for subsequent analogue 
iterations, and as a design probe for inspiring new digital authoring and learning environments. While we 
believe that the manifesto is an important tool in shaping ideas and articulating goals and principles, the 
short manifestos produced using our game at CHI were not intended to be viewed as finished texts – which 
is why they have not been published. Rather, the activity of manifesto writing was intended to ignite 
conversations and introduce the idea of increasing political activism in HCI. That said, the kinds of rough 
manifestos produced in this experimental session could be further workshopped and honed with more time 
- another hour, another day, another week - and published in finished form. Or for example extracts of the 
manifestos could be gathered together and fed into some larger HCI manifesto using a voting system to 
select the best tenets. Our session did not allow for this level of production, it rather hinted at possibilities 
and experimented with both ideas and forms - including more radical forms (e.g. manifestos as tableaux 
vivants and manifestos as algorithms or diagrams). In this sense it was a probe, and insofar as it was a 
success, with many of our colleagues saying that they would use the game in their own classrooms, we 
believe it paves the way for both deeper future engagement with manifesto writing as a practice in our 
discipline and taking political activism from the margins into the mainstream of HCI. 
We agree with Bødker that we must not dispense wholly with the notions of second- (or third-) wave HCI; 
we must ‘strike the balance differently between individual experience (third wave), on the one hand, and 
sharing, learning from each other within communities of practice, and participation in shared development 
and appropriation of technology (second wave)’ [9]. We see the benefit of taking certain elements of the 
second wave, with its emphasis on systems and ecologies and the common, and the third wave, with its 
critical perspective, into the fourth wave - towards pressing issues such as tackling the climate emergency 
and growing inequality (e.g. [13]) through large-scale, values-driven systemic changes to the way we live. 
2 Until Now 
2.1 HCI Needs the Manifesto 
In ‘Never mind the bollocks, i wanna be anarCHI: a manifesto for punk HCI’, [33] present ‘two fingers to 
the HCI establishment’. In the spirit of ‘punk HCI’, their contribution unleashes the use of an unusual 
format, at least in the context of HCI. Although it is ring-fenced inside CHI’s designated progressive 
section, alt.chi, this contribution, alongside other HCI and interaction design contributions [22, 35, 45, 20, 
27, 1, 21, 39, 6, 24], uses the manifesto as a way of provoking a discussion around complex issues. In many 
of these manifestos one witnesses attempts by HCI researchers to perform a series of (often overlapping) 
moves: to speak collectively, build consensus, raise awareness, advocate for and accelerate change, speak 
for and from the margins, disrupt the status quo, unsettle stuck discourse, sidestep conventional modes, 
expose broken promises, and ‘circumvent ordinary ... avenues’ of redress if they are too slow in responding 
to urgent demands for change [34].  
 
Although manifestos do not necessarily entail an activist stance, the topic dovetails nicely into HCI work 
that attempts to tackle complex social and political design contexts. To this end, one can witness a growing 
desire within the field to address non-traditional contexts of performance and usability. For example, recent 
workshops have problematised the ‘use of design research and computing practice in resisting and reifying 
inequalities’ [18], while others have documented the rise of specific areas of activism within HCI such as 
health [47] and sustainability [42]. The field has also witnessed the rise of grassroots campaigning [46], as 
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well as participatory action research through advocacy organisations [4]. Others take a more analytical 
stance by examining the role that digital technologies might play in the rise of social and political 
movements [5, 49]. Such contributions to the field resonate with [30] and their suggestion that ‘HCI is 
much broader than the study of interface design and input devices. It includes considerations of the social, 
political, ethical, and societal implications of computer systems’. Or, perhaps - and by inspecting the 
mechanisms of computation more closely - these contributions reflect what [23] describes as the ‘social, 
cultural, and political role algorithms play’.  
As Bruno Latour notes in ‘An Attempt at a “Compositionist Manifesto”’, despite a fall from fashion of old 
notions of the ‘inevitable and irreversible’ flow of time that once governed the manifesto - the ‘modernist 
grand narrative of Progress’ - the form might still be rehabilitated: ‘Not as a war cry for an avant-garde to 
move even further and faster ahead, but rather as a warning, a call to attention, so as to stop going further in 
the same way as before toward the future’ [32]. In Latour’s approach lies the true potential of the 21st 
century manifesto - not a war cry but a warning, a wakeup call, signalling that it is not (yet) too late to 
change direction, away from blind and ‘inevitable’ technological progress and towards a more harmonious, 
ecological, and inclusive future. Similarly, Ito’s notion of a ‘seed essay’ expressed in ‘Resisting Reduction: 
A Manifesto’, which puts forth the idea that 21st century manifestos can be not only constructive but also 
iterative and collaborative in ways that were not possible in the pre-digital era, was also a source of 
inspiration for our project [31]. 
2.2 Manifestos and the Words in Freedom Project 
At its most basic, a manifesto is a ‘public declaration … issued by a group or an individual’ declaring ‘aims 
and principles’ [29]. In this paper ‘manifesto’ refers broadly to the revolutionary model made famous by 
Marx and Engels’ The Communist Manifesto [37] and the social and artistic manifestos that followed, as 
well as the recent post-revolutionary variations mentioned above (e.g. [32, 31]). As Lyon argues, it is 
essentially a ‘tool for change’; one that by ‘defining and enacting the identities of radical groups, 
individuals, and parties ... has galvanized revolutionary movements’ for centuries [34]. With the cultural 
and political upheavals of the nineteenth century, the manifesto became ‘the mode of agonism, the voice of 
those who are contra’ [40]. In the digital world revolutionary manifestos have been present since the 
earliest declarations by hackers, cyberfeminists, and techno-utopians. [25]. Many digital manifestos have 
been gathered into online repositories such as the Digital Manifesto Archive,1 Aaaarg,2 and 391.3 
Building on the latest ‘manifesto moment’ [14] heralded by the current era of online (and IRL) activism, 
the Words in Freedom (WiF) project4 analyses innovations in form, content, and dissemination signalled by 
the digital manifesto (and its analogue predecessor), maps what has been done in recent years, and expands 
the capacity for future interventions in the form of both digital and analogue tools for authoring manifestos, 
including a ‘Manifesto Machine’, a ‘Moving Type Machine’, and the MANIFESTO! card game. While we 
are designing tools for making manifestos, our purpose extends beyond simple technical facilitation and the 
fulfilment of what Dunne and Raby call ‘design’s inbuilt optimism’ [17]. We want to encourage users to 
reflect critically – through collaboration, conscious expression, and public debate – on what they stand for 
and why, and how their beliefs might intersect with the beliefs of others. We also want to facilitate the 
creative dissemination of these views in manifesto form to promote critical thinking and positive change in 
wider contexts. We also hope to invite reflection on the productive and potentially undervalued role of 
criticality in HCI, in effect fusing two sub-disciplines: Design for Good [2] and Critical Design [16]. As 
Tonkinwise has argued (in a manifesto): ‘Designing that does not already Future, Fiction, Speculate, 
Criticize, Provoke, Discourse, Interrogate, Probe, [and] Play, is inadequate designing.’ [48]. Using the 
manifesto, we aim to do as many of these things as possible - to open up discursive spaces to benefit 
institutions, communities, and organisations of all kinds. 																																																								
1	https://www.digitalmanifesto.net 
2	https://aaaaarg.fail/collection/51c592356c3a0ede0bcd2000	
3	https://391.org/manifestos/	
4	https://www.wordsinfreedomproject.org	
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2.3 Games for Political Change 
Games, like all artifice, function as a kind of propaganda. They reproduce a world view, and normalise it 
within the confines of the game. Chess offers no winning condition other than defeat of an enemy through 
violence, accepting hierarchy and class as not only necessary but positive, with the monarchy forming the 
strategic centre. Some of the most popular children’s games solidify conservative and reactionary world 
views, such as The Game of Life, which (aside from being uncritically heteronormative) declares the 
winner to be the person who has the most money before they die. Golf similarly enshrines class privilege 
through the relationship of caddy and player, and costly membership fees for use of privately owned land 
(the development of which often displaces local communities and destroys ecology). Under a banner of 
innocent escapism, games, like all designed objects, tend to reproduce the social relations and ideology of 
the society in which they were created.  
Can we create games that give players new frameworks in which to think, challenge entrenched ideas, and 
support meaningful social critique? The popular board game Monopoly was originally designed by 
Elizabeth J. Magie as a learning tool to critique landlordism and argue for progressive taxation, and that all 
land should be part of a common treasury [41]. Guy Debord’s La Jue De La Guerre, in which ‘the two 
opponents can be considered as contesting interpretations of the topology of physical space under 
spectacular capitalism’, not only contains a critique of our society but offers itself as a training tool for the 
means of changing it [7]. 
There have been many attempts to directly leverage games, and the increased engagement offered by so-
called ‘gamification’, to modify behaviour. In 2007, World Without Oil subjected 1700 players to a 
fictional oil-scarce world that included simulated news about an oil crisis. In the three years that followed, 
it was reported that most players kept up the fuel saving habits they had learned in gameplay [38]. Evoke, a 
game deployed by the World Bank in over-exploited economies, asks players to solve major natural 
catastrophes and epidemics, largely using profit and market-driven solutions [50]. Games like The Day We 
Left act to raise awareness. During the height of the Syrian war, this game placed players within a Syrian 
family trying to escape the war zone. Its aim was to act as a counternarrative to stories promoted by 
privately owned media corporations that Syrian refugees in the West were part of an undercover invasion 
by Islamic State [52]. 
Manifestos are like games in that they structure reality. But the manifesto structures the reality surrounding 
it, or attempts to, whereas the game creates a separate reality that can sit beside our own without ever 
interacting with it. Games, by their very nature, leave a wake of silence; whereas a manifesto ideally lays 
down a direction towards actual change. What we have done is to create a closed system in which the larger 
system can be safely smashed, but also questioned and reimagined. The outcome of the game is a 
manifesto. Players are allowed to act as revolutionaries, but also encouraged to create lines of reasoning 
and critique that can extend outwards, beyond the limits of the game, to address and unsettle real-world 
systems and institutions. 
3 MANIFESTO! The Game 
MANIFESTO! is a card game (Figure 1) for stimulating and supporting manifesto authoring. It stands 
alone as an analogue resource (e.g. for the classroom, organisational summits, etc.), as well as functioning 
as a design probe for expanding the WiF toolkit. The current iteration (also known as the 'Tech Edition') 
was developed in 2019 as part of the WiF project. It was first deployed at CHI the same year. Given the 
setting, already rich in digital tools, we viewed CHI as an opportunity to set ourselves apart by engaging 
people through analogue and physical interactions. 
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Figure 1: MANIFESTO! (Tech Edition).  
Table 1: MANIFESTO! Tech Edition cards. 
 
The simple rules are as follows: it is a game for individuals or groups of 2-6 players. In each round, 
player(s) are dealt one random card from each of four categories: Provocation, Orientation, Opening, and 
Tone (Table 1). One card substitution is allowed per round. The categories each define a different 
parameter or constraint of the overall objective. Provocation suggests a broad topic or theme (e.g. ‘Better 
for whom?’, ‘Challenge inequality’); Orientation designates the type of manifesto players will create (e.g. 
‘Diagram’, ‘Declaration’); Opening offers the initial phrase (e.g. ‘We declare’, ‘Imagine’); and Tone is the 
rhetorical register to be used in addressing the subject or audience (e.g. ‘Urgent’, ‘Hopeful’). Players use 
their four constraints as a prompt to write or draw their manifesto individually or collectively. Each round 
can be timed (for example 10 minutes) or open-ended. When a round is complete players may vote for the 
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‘winner’ - the most persuasive manifesto - and are encouraged to disseminate the resulting text either 
publicly via social media or privately among friends or colleagues as a means of continuing the discussion. 
The basic concept of MANIFESTO! was inspired in part by Stuart Candy and Jeff Watson’s design fiction 
game The Thing From The Future [12], which was made to be ‘hacked and customised’ and itself drew on 
Dator’s framework of ‘four generic alternative futures’ [15]. Like The Thing From The Future, 
MANIFESTO! is distributed under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-SA) licence. Beyond the similar prompt-
based game structure, there are significant differences between MANIFESTO! and The Thing From The 
Future (TTFTF). While TTFTF encourages players to create an everyday object (e.g. a t-shirt) that tells a 
story about a possible future, MANIFESTO! seeks to focus players on thinking about real possibilities for 
change in the present (e.g. practical alterations to the way a conference such as CHI is run). MANIFESTO! 
uses roughly half as many cards (53 instead of 108), includes a modified game sheet with combined 
text/image authoring space and room to place actual cards, and has colour-coding on card backs to indicate 
the four categories, which are also different: our own Orientation, Opening, Provocation and Tone 
substituted for TTFTF’s Arc, Terrain, Object and Mood. In designing MANIFESTO! we also tried to allow 
for productive friction between the four cards of a given hand - creative dissonance or even ‘dissensus’ [44] 
- inspired by the anarchic and chance-driven processes of 20th century avant-garde movements such as 
Dada, Surrealism, and Fluxus. 
4 Making Manifest at CHI'19 
We staged two interventions at CHI’19 in Glasgow, Scotland for the purpose of testing our card game and 
engaging conference attendees around attitudes towards activism in HCI. For our initial intervention, we 
inhabited a vacant booth in the demonstrations hall and encouraged individual passersby to stop and share 
their reactions to a set of randomly drawn cards by composing a short manifesto. For our structured 
intervention, we initiated the session by modelling a manifesto of our own with the help of a megaphone 
for dramatic effect. We then introduced the card game and organised participants into small groups. In this 
event, we encouraged participant groups to warm up with a tableau vivant (Figure 4) before composing 
their paper-based manifesto. Both types of interaction were aided by the use of a sample completed 
MANIFESTO! gamesheet (Figure 5), which participants could access freely. After composing manifestos 
of their own, participants from both the guerrilla and structured events completed a short survey (Section 
4.3). Participants completed an informed consent form, which was approved by the institutional review 
board of Madeira ITI, and were given a free deck of MANIFESTO! cards to take home. We describe each 
of these interventions more fully in the following sections. 
4.1 Guerrilla CHI 
The guerrilla CHI event enabled us to pre-test the card game while focusing on individual manifesto 
authoring. We sought to capture the attention of conference-goers by wearing eye-catching hats and t-shirts 
that said ‘Ask me about MANIFESTO!’, while one of us walked around with an usherette tray full of card 
decks. In total, we tested the game with 14 CHI attendees, with an equal representation of female and male 
participants.  
As indicated above, participation occurred freely and began with a brief introduction to the game. 
Participants were then dealt a random hand of cards - e.g. ‘There is not an app for that’ (Provocation), 
‘Principles’ (Orientation), ‘Come, Comrades’ (Opening), and ‘Outraged’ (Tone) - and were instructed to 
use the cards as a prompt for writing and/or drawing a short manifesto on the gamesheet provided (Figure 
2). Participants were able to sit or stand and could spend as long as they liked composing their manifesto. 
The shortest composition time was approximately five minutes and the longest was approximately 20 
minutes. As a way of exploring possible new approaches to gameplay, participants were told that they were 
free to break the rules of the game if they desired. Just over half of the participants completed the follow-up 
survey (Table 2), which was an attempt to gauge their response to manifesto authoring and to further 
explore attitudes and beliefs around politics and the HCI discipline / CHI community. 
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Figure 2: Individually authored manifesto and corresponding game cards. 
In terms of promoting our structured CHI session, generating enthusiasm for the game, and supporting 
reflection and discussion, the guerrilla event exceeded our expectations. This could in part be attributed to 
the ‘honeypot effect’, where passersby gather around an installation as a result of others interacting with it 
[11]. There was also an element of theatricality at play in keeping with manifesto style [43], whereby we 
drew attention to our unusual experiment with loud voices, costumes, and dramatic gestures. In most cases 
participants self-selected, freely approaching our makeshift booth and showing enthusiasm for the game; 
however, some others were approached by us at random and required more coaxing. Of the former group, 
these participants generally arrived with a desire to speak out about issues that concern them, and several 
conveyed gratitude for the opportunity to express themselves. One participant described the experience as 
‘therapeutic’. The latter group seemed to have more difficulty getting started and finding their ‘manifesto 
voice’, yet all participants replied positively that they would do it again when asked about the experience 
on the exit survey. Overall, participants required only minimal guidance with respect to gameplay, and 
succeeded in composing original and thoughtful manifestos (in effect, extended provocations) based on the 
prompts they were given. In a few cases participants asked to change cards, particularly the Provocation 
card, which was granted. 
4.2 Structured CHI Intervention 
The 80-minute structured session at CHI was comprised of two separate manifesto writing exercises, and 
concluded with performances by participant groups for the sharing of results and processes. After 
modelling our manifesto [24] and explaining the basic rules of gameplay, along with rough guidelines for 
each activity (e.g. Figure 3), we divided the audience into random groups. There were 32 participants in 
total (18 female, 14 male); they formed seven groups with four to six participants each. The groups were 
asked to spread out: four groups made use of a nearby corridor, and three stayed in the meeting room. The 
purpose of this instruction was to give everyone sufficient space and freedom to plan and discuss their 
manifestos, as well as to introduce an atmosphere of lightly transgressive rule-breaking to the process - 
again in keeping with the nature of revolutionary and avant-garde manifestos. Groups were instructed to 
spend approximately 10 minutes on the tableau vivant and 15 minutes on the written or drawn manifesto. 
4.2.1 Tableau vivant  
According to Lyon, manifestos represent ‘bodies in struggle rather than simply ideas in contention’ [34]. 
To reflect this physical aspect of the manifesto as manifestation, the first exercise in collective manifesto 
authoring in the structured session took the form of tableau vivant, a parlour game popularised in the 
Victorian era in which live actors create a ‘living picture’. We drew inspiration for using tableau vivant as a 
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tool in this context from the Brussels-based arts laboratory FoAM, who use tableau vivant as part of their 
‘futuring process’ in working with diverse groups to imagine and bring to life possible futures while 
embracing ‘collective spontaneity’ [19]. FoAM uses tableau vivant primarily as a warm-up exercise in their 
process, and this was also part of our intent: it was a morning session, and we felt participants would 
benefit from a kinaesthetic icebreaker and group bonding exercise. Moreover, we also wanted to explore 
tableau vivant as a physical variation distinct from more conventional paper-based manifesto authoring. 
 
Figure 3: Tableau vivant instructions presented during group interactions. 
Once situated, each group nominated a ‘director’ who worked with the ‘actors’ to organise a tableau vivant 
around a two-card prompt (one ‘Provocation’ and one ‘Tone’ card). They had 10 minutes to complete the 
assignment. For example, one of the groups that remained in the meeting room used the cards 'Increase 
access’ and ‘Radical’ to create their tableau vivant (Figure 4, top left). As a prop this group used chairs, 
which had to first be disassembled, to create a ‘barricade’. Other groups composed their tableaux by 
standing on chairs or sofas, lying on the floor, or making symbolic use of a doorway. Participants used 
elaborate gestures, including facial expressions, and showed a high level of commitment to this activity. 
One participant described her group’s tableau vivant (bottom-left) as follows: ‘The tableau represents (from 
left) the designer, the user, the manifesto writer, the critic, and the environment. We had to write a “radical” 
manifesto [i.e. Tone] so we decided to bring down the icon of the user.’ 
4.2.2 Group manifesto authoring 
After the tableau vivant, the groups chose a scribe and used the MANIFESTO! gamesheet and a full hand 
of four cards to create paper-based compositions. As with the individually authored manifestos created 
during the guerrilla session, the group manifestos were successful in terms of engaging with important 
issues, using diverse rhetorical and visual styles, and exhibiting many typical manifesto features and tropes, 
e.g. list of tenets, use of irony (Figure 6), elevated tone, and so on. Unlike the individual exercise (which 
was untimed), groups had the added task of harmonising different viewpoints and reaching consensus. As a 
result, group manifestos tended to be shorter if no less interesting. As one group pointed out in their survey, 
the manifesto is ideally suited to group work, as it offers ‘a good mental exercise for generating creative 
thought and distilling opinions’. However, not all groups reached consensus: when contemplating the 
Provocation card ‘Feminist everything’, one group decided to split in half, producing two different paper-
based manifestos using the same cards. While some groups complained in their surveys about the limited 
timeframe, all managed to produce a manifesto by the end of 15 minutes. 
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Figure 4: Tableaux vivants using the Tone and Provocation cards from MANIFESTO! Counter-clockwise from 
top-left, the respective cards enacted were: 'Increase access' and 'Radical'; 'Challenge inequality' and 
'Outraged'; 'We're in this together' and 'Angry'; 'Better for whom' and 'Radical'. Images have been rendered as 
line drawings to protect participant identities. 
4.2.3 Performance 
During the final 10 minutes of the structured CHI interaction, all groups reassembled in the meeting room. 
They took turns coming to the front of the room to describe their prompt cards and perform their tableau 
vivant and/or read out their paper-based manifesto with the megaphone in front of livestream cameras. 
Some of the groups also described their process for working as a team (e.g. reaching consensus) and 
interpreting the prompt cards in the form of both a ‘bodied interaction’ and a written manifesto. One of the 
most surprising aspects of the performance component was the lack of shyness. Groups quickly and eagerly 
volunteered to present their results and did so with dramatic flair in all cases. This could be attributed to 
successful group bonding during the tableau vivant, as well as the power of the manifesto to act as a ‘mask’ 
that permits uncharacteristic and unconventional behaviour (a topic we explore further in the Discussion). 
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Figure 5: Sample completed MANIFESTO! gamesheet. 
 
	
Figure 6: Group authored manifesto and corresponding game cards. 
4.3 Survey 
As stated above, we asked participants from both types of interaction to complete a brief paper-based 
survey (Table 2). In total we collected 16 surveys: eight from the guerrilla session and eight from the 
structured CHI session, where we collected just one survey per team. Note that the additional survey was 
the result of the group split described in Section 4.2.2.  
Table 2: Survey questions. 
Q1 Do you think you expressed something important in your manifesto? Please elaborate. 
Q2 Would you write another manifesto? Why or why not? 
Q3 What would you most like to change about the CHI community / HCI discipline? 
Q4 Do politics belong in CHI? Please elaborate.  
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Q5 Did you subvert the rules of the game? If so, how? 
 
In response to Q1, participants all affirmed having expressed something important in their manifesto. Some 
went further in suggesting they would be willing to be more active in carrying these ideas through in their 
professional roles. One respondent stated: ‘I want to continuously engage communities and people and 
break out of our CHI elitist bubble. Tech should help people, reduce global negativity and should be 
accessible to all. Responsible and sustainable tech are in my heart, so is making the future more available to 
everyone.’ For Q2, all participants stated that they would be willing to write another manifesto; one 
individual reported that manifesto writing is already something they do ‘on a weekly basis to get my act 
together.’ Others described the manifesto as ‘empowering’, ‘more actionable and emotional’, giving ‘a 
different edge’, and a welcome respite from ‘academic blancmange’. Responses to Q3 were wide-ranging 
and passionate, with participants making numerous suggestions for change within the HCI community. All 
respondents to Q4, apart from one, identified politics as an integral feature of the HCI discipline. In terms 
of subverting the rules of the game (Q5), most said they were content to play by the rules (‘it works’), with 
a few suggesting minor alterations, e.g. co-directing, rather than choosing one director/leader. We return to 
these and other insights in the following section. 
 
	
Figure 7: Notes from group interactions. 
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5 Discussion 
5.1 The Manifesto Mask and Bodied Interaction 
‘Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, and he will tell you the truth.’  
- Oscar Wilde, ‘The Critic as Artist’ (1891) [51] 
‘The mask is a motif that appears frequently in the drama of the manifesto’ [26], enabling the author to 
speak more boldly than social norms would usually allow. In an academic context, the manifesto’s mask is 
useful as it lends the wearer symbolic authority (which they might not otherwise feel) and licence to 
express powerful emotions such as anger or outrage. We observed use of the mask across all of the 
individual and group artefacts we collected. In terms of the paper-based manifestos, participants used 
rhetorical and visual strategies that borrowed from and often directly referenced famous historical 
examples, such as The Communist Manifesto (e.g. ‘Stop the oppression of the user’) and the U.S. 
Declaration of Independence (e.g. ‘A Declaration of Non-Independence’). This was, in part, encouraged by 
the cards, especially the Opening (‘Come, Comrades’, ‘We declare’) and Tone cards (‘Outraged’, ‘Angry’), 
as well as the sample MANIFESTO! gamesheet (Figure 5). In the case of the structured CHI interaction, 
participants were also introduced to this theatrical style with our initial modelling of a manifesto using a 
megaphone. 
Common rhetorical features appeared across the paper-based manifestos. Not surprisingly, all of the 
manifestos displayed a sustained elevated tone - whether apocalyptic (‘We are on the brink of extinction’), 
conspiratorial (‘Ban the use of secretive algorithms now!’), or militant (‘Fight fascism’). As mentioned 
above (Figure 6), one group adopted a playful, ironic stance, declaring ‘Death to co-design’ and ‘Quantity 
over quality’. Other hallmarks of the manifesto were present, including a list of tenets, use of violent and 
destructive verbs (‘challenge’, ‘attack’, ‘topple’, ‘break’), exhortations and appeals (‘Join us’ or ‘We 
request’ followed by a list, ‘Listen first’, ‘Be open’ ...), and broad declarations (‘Everyone is a guru’). In 
addition, we find the use of binaries and dichotomies (‘academic mask’ vs. ‘true’ self), semantic and 
syntactic shifts (‘In the past few years’ → ‘We must’), and bilingualism (Chinese-English). The manifestos 
employed a diverse cast of agents and actors: from users, to the HCI community and the 'CHI-verse’, to 
corporations (including specific references to the CHI sponsors Facebook, Google, and Uber). 
There were also numerous visual features shown in the paper-based manifestos. These included bright 
colours, colour-coding (e.g. for each demand), use of all caps for keywords and slogans, stick figures with 
speech bubbles, symbols (arrows, anarchy), user faces, stickers and other collage elements, and shorthand 
diagrams (the Earth, a classroom, institutional machinery). One manifesto used purely visual means to 
striking effect in conveying its simple revolutionary message: the ‘#CHI2019’ conference sign, used by 
attendees for taking selfies, burning with pink and blue flames, and a deck of MANIFESTO! cards 
reimagined as a box of matches. 
Use of the manifesto ‘mask’ and other dramatic effects also featured prominently in the tableau vivant and 
performance components of the structured session. Aside from the megaphone, groups made props from 
chairs and computer devices. The tableaux vivants created archetypal, iconic poses and compositions 
(Figure 4). Several participants chose to stretch out on the floor, and generally showed a willingness to take 
their work into public spaces (the corridor) and perform without shyness in front of passersby.  
This ‘bodied interaction’ proved to be an essential method not just for breaking the ice, building trust, and 
facilitating group bonding, but also for overcoming difficulties that may come with expressing ideas 
verbally. While the groups discussed their compositions in advance, the kinaesthetic activity, interactional 
effects, and fun involved in achieving their tableaux enabled them to communicate non-verbally through 
space and to physically embody the different experiences being conveyed. According to one participant 
(Figure 4, top-left): ‘The basic message of the tableau vivant was the accessibility of CHI (or HCI 
conference more generally). The chairs represent a barrier that people are struggling with in order to reach 
CHI – a barrier that is seen as not needing to be there. This year the small rooms and layout of the 
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convention centre made it difficult to reach some of the sessions for a lot of people. But, we were thinking 
also of other barriers, such as money, visas, time off work, etc. that prevent a lot of people from accessing 
the academic community in the same way as everyone else.’  
Reminiscent of the ‘Dance Your PhD’ contest in its unexpected crossing of boundaries,5 the raw and 
largely unmediated nature of the tableau vivant lent it force and immediacy, while providing a strong 
foundation for the group writing exercise that followed. This is a unique and effective tool for stimulating 
discussion and energising groups around a task. Its recursive power carries this enthusiasm forward into 
subsequent tasks - in our case, the paper-based manifesto and final performance - and ensures full 
participation by all group members. We plan to use this method in our future engagements, including 
testing, and recommend that it be added to the canon of user research methods. 
5.2 Implications for Gameplay 
Through both interventions we gained useful insights about our new game, still in its first iteration, and 
wider insights of relevance to other types of interactions involving rule-based games or group work. Since 
the guerrilla sessions were individual and the structured interventions group-based, the former untimed and 
the latter timed, we were able to draw certain conclusions about these basic parameters. Surprisingly, 
neither time limitations nor individual vs. group authoring had a strong impact on the final product: the 
manifestos themselves showed similar results. The main differences were that (predictably) the untimed 
manifestos tended to be slightly longer and more detailed in execution, and the individual manifestos 
tended to be more personal or idiosyncratic in content as compared with consensus-based group manifestos. 
Of more interest to us were the ‘creative subversions’ and deviations we witnessed, and tacitly encouraged, 
in all forms of gameplay. These actions fell broadly under two main themes: taking control, and making the 
game more democratic. In terms of the former, there were several instances where players took control of 
various aspects of gameplay to make the game more interesting or better suited to their needs. For both 
guerrilla and structured interactions, some players wanted to choose the cards reflecting issues they care 
about, which was reasonable. In terms of making the game more democratic, one team chose to give every 
member a chance to direct and lend their voice, from the tableau vivant to completing the survey. Another 
group chose not to have a director at all for the tableau vivant (Figure 7). 
Creative subversion extended to our own interaction design and the planning of both interventions, where 
our intention was to disrupt conventional academic modes and facilitate discussions around institutional 
change. Our methods included: guerrilla canvassing, breaking free from the meeting room, and (mis)using 
spaces (e.g. an abandoned sponsor booth, an empty corridor) and objects (e.g. delivering a presentation 
through a megaphone). This spirit carried into gameplay, as participants felt permission to be angry and 
outspoken - which is rare in academic contexts. At the same time, we tried to maintain a ‘safe space’ for 
open discussion, keeping the mood light and playful through irony and theatricality. Ultimately, we 
encouraged creative subversion with the understanding that letting people break the rules can lead to new 
insights, for example, that players (and academics!) desire greater control over the ways in which they 
engage, and that some people prefer a more democratic process, even if it means an increase in 
organisational labour. 
5.3 Implications for Fourth-Wave HCI 
As shown in Figure 8, the three major themes that emerge when considering our data with respect to fourth-
wave HCI were: using the manifesto as a tool for disrupting academic discourse, the role of politics in CHI 
and HCI (and technology generally), and expressions of a desire for change - spanning numerous issues 
(from corporate sponsorship, to digital privacy, inclusivity, challenging academic hegemony, etc.) - by 
members of the HCI community. If fourth-wave HCI is defined by a ‘primary focus on politics and values 																																																								
5	https://www.sciencemag.org/projects/dance-your-phd	
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and ethics’ [8], our findings both reinforce this definition and underline the desire for an even greater, more 
active engagement with real-world issues that goes beyond mere recognition or discussion into action and 
change. Moreover, as observed in the structured session at CHI (described above), people want agency in 
defining their community’s values and practices. Numerous participants said they were glad to be given a 
voice in a community where they do not always feel empowered to speak, much less effect change. HCI 
needs a bold yet constructive and democratic intervention in the spirit of [32] and [31]; HCI needs the 
manifesto. 
 
	
Figure 8: Extract from thematic analysis. 
As the results of our activities at CHI’19 demonstrate, manifesto writing as an individual or group activity 
is a fun and effective way to start conversations about future change. At the same time, one possible 
criticism of manifesto writing is that it represents a merely superficial engagement with serious issues. 
Manifestos are short and sharp, often emotionally-driven, and they rely on slogans and other forms of eye-
catching communication drawn from advertising to convey their messages [28]. Producing an image of a 
burning CHI sign is certainly engaging on some level, and it works on social media, but arguably it does 
not lead to deeper discussions; it is the equivalent of a one-line joke, a meme. On the other hand, social 
media can be an effective tool for galvanising real-world action [3], and the manifesto as a genre is ideally 
suited to online communication. Moreover, when an image of the ‘burning CHI’ manifesto was presented 
recently at another conference [36], it did contribute to a deeper discussion around accessibility, with some 
CHI attendees and protesters6 describing the events and issues raised at CHI'19 to others who had not 
attended. There were also examples in the completed manifestos of deeper questioning, serious criticism, 
and useful visions of the possible futures of CHI and HCI more broadly. Looking ahead to CHI’20, and 
even further ahead to CHI’30,7 there appears to be a growing desire to incorporate activism for positive 
change within the HCI community and to address larger political issues. 
																																																								
6	https://twitter.com/jesskorte/status/1126088987108610048	
7	http://chi2030.vision	
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6 MANIFESTO! Futures 
We are currently testing the cards, along with our existing suite of online tools,8 in secondary school and 
university classrooms in Europe. Improvements to the next iteration of MANIFESTO! include: providing 
two options per Provocation card (doubling the choice of themes); introducing variations to gameplay 
instructions, including the tableau vivant; and designing new editions (e.g. Future of Europe and Higher 
Education editions). We are also developing a digitised version of MANIFESTO! with classrooms and 
organisations in mind. This will allow the infinite expansion of prompts, accommodating multiple domains, 
while enabling agile experimentation with new variations, the ability to link to existing examples of online 
digital manifestos, and smoother integration of social media sharing. 
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